EC Lines
Girl’s full field marking directions step by step. No measuring required! Please
read direction and look at diagrams before marking the girl’s lacrosse field.
Step #1 Find the corner of the field. Each Eazy Crease field line holder (Pic 1) has a number attached
to each line holders 1, 2, 3, and 4. Start with end loops on line 1 and end loop on line 2, loop has #
and Start tag. Stake each end loop together using the spikes on the corner of the field (Pic 2). Roll out
line 1 wire down the sideline, and line 2 cross the end line. Now attach line 3 end loop to line 2 end
loop by placing a spike in the loops, roll out line 3 down the other sideline of the field. Now attach line
3 end loop to line 4 end loop placing spike in the loops together and roll out line 4 at the opposite end
of the field. Attach line 4 end loop to line 1 end loop by placing the spike in loops 1 and 4 together.
Now you should have a full field boundaries (Pic 3). Make sure lines are straight and tight. Check the
corners to insure they are at a 90 degree angle by placing the line holder outside edges to the outside
edges of the corner clips. These clips are located near the beginning and end of the line loops of the
lines (Pic 4). Now start painting the field by placing your striping machine wheels on the right edge of
the line, this keep paint from getting on the lines and the # tags (Pic 5).

Step #2 Now that you have painted the bounder of the field, move end line 2 or line 4 to clips GL on
sidelines 1 and 3, place spike next to clip marked GL (Pic 5). This will allow you to mark the inside line
from the corner to corner of the goal post, Clips G to G on line 2 and 4 (Pic 6). In the center of line 2
and 4 is clip #C, make a mark to mark the goal circle in a later step. Now start painting the goal line by
placing your striping machine wheel on the right edge of the line, this keep paint from getting on the
line and # tags (Pic 7). PS make a small mark at your C clip, to make goal circle in a later step.
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Step #3 Move line 2 or 4 to clip 8 by placing the spike right next to tag 8 on lines 1 and 3 (Pic 8). Go to
clips 8 on line 2 or 4 and make a mark the field (Pic 9). These marks are the ends of 8 meter arcs. You
will mark the arc in a later step.
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Step #4 Move line 2 or 4 to tag # RL on lines 1 and 3 (Pic 10) place spike next to tag RL (Pic 11).
Make sure lines are strait and tight. Now start painting the restraining line by placing your striping
machine wheels on the right edge of the line, this keep paint from getting on the lines and tag # (Pic
12).
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Step #5 Move line 2 or 4 to tag C on line 1 and 3 (Pic 12).walk to the center of the line 2 or 4 to
the tag C, and mark a foot and a half line on both side of tag (Pic 13). Make sure lines are strait
and tight. Now start painting a 3ft line in the center of the field for the face off line.
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Repeat steps #4, #3, and #2 on the other side of field.

Step #6 Mark the goal circle. Use the Eazy Crease line with the can clamp “a separate short line in the
kit” (Pic 14). Place the spike though clip #1 ring hole, “do not use the hook” in the center of the goal
line (Pic 15). Place marking paint in the can clamp. Tighten screw to hold paint. Make 8ft 6”in goal
circle (Pic 16).
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Step #7 Mark the 8 meter arc attach the beginning of line 2 (Pic 17) attach to the Eazy Crease with can
clamp, attaching the hook to the end loop on line 2 (Pic 18). Place the spike in the clip 1 ring (Pic 1)
place spike back in the center of the goal circle. Pull line to the arc marks (Pic 19). Make sure line is
strait and tight. Now start painting the 8 meter arc (Pic 20).
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Step #8 To mark the 12 meter fan and the sides of the 8 meter with line 2 pull the spike up out
of tag ring 8 pull line to tag 12 (Pic 21) . Place spike into ring 12 and place back in the center of
the goal circle. Pull line straight out the side of goal line to the arc marks (Pic 22). Make sure
line is strait and tight. Now start painting the 12 meter fan. To mark the sides of the 8 meter
arc remove spike from the center of the goal line and place in the center of rear of the goal
circle (Pic 23). Pull line to corner of the 8 meter arc and paint. Repeat steps 7 and 8 on other
half of field. Now start painting the 8 meter sidelines line by placing your striping machine
wheel on the right edge of the line, this keep paint from getting on the lines and tag # (Pic 24).
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Step #9 Mark the faceoff circle pull line 2 to the center of the field find the clip marked
FC, place spike through FC clip ring line 2 (Pic 25). Place spike in the center of the faceoff
line (Pic 26). Stretch line out make sure line is tight. Mark the center faceoff circle (Pic
27).
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Finish result
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